
Being called on to decide perhaps one 
workers’ compensation case a year, 
most judges do not understand that 

area of law. Suffering from specialist tunnel vision, most work
ers’ compensation practitioners do not understand any other area of 
law. When these trends collide, the results can be messy. Nowhere 
is this more evident than in the requirement that, to be compen
sable, a worker’s wage loss must have been caused by his or her 
onthejob injury.

Pre-Haske

The courts held early on that, although an onthejob injury 
must cause lost earning capacity, it need not cause unemployment 
nor lost wages. Foley v Detroit United Railway 1 rejected the em
ployer’s argument that the worker’s wage loss should not be recov
erable because it was caused by a termination rather than the in
jury. Roxbury v Weidman Lumber Co 2 held that wageloss benefits 
were available even though the drop in the worker’s postinjury 
wages was caused by the Depression rather than the injury.
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Fast Facts:

An on-the-job injury need not be the cause of wage 

loss for the worker to be eligible for benefits under 

the workers’ compensation statutes, say controlling 

workers’ compensation cases.

Cases requiring that the injury have caused the 

wage loss violate the rules of stare decisis.

Recent amendments of the Worker’s Disability 

Compensation Act impose an injury-causing-wage-

loss requirement.
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Haske

In Haske v Transp Leasing Inc, Indiana,3 the issue was how one 
defines “disability” under the 1982 amendments of the Worker’s 
Disability Compensation Act (WDCA).4 The Court held that inabil
ity to do even one job is “a limitation” in wageearning capacity 
and hence a disability.5

However, the defendants who had lost in Rea v Regency Olds/
Mazda/Volvo 6 on a similar issue filed an amicus curiae brief in 
Haske, arguing that no wageloss benefits should be available 
when the wage loss was caused by work avoidance rather than the 
injury. The Haske Court responded to this argument by making 
numerous comments to the effect that a worker’s injury must cause 
the wage loss.7 This is where the rules of stare decisis come in:

1.  A court’s statement of a proposition that is not  
outcome-determinative is not authoritative.8

This is based on human nature: Judges are not going to be as 
careful about getting a point of law right if getting it wrong does 
not hurt either party before the court. Similarly, the parties have 
no incentive to fully present the issue if resolution of the issue 
makes no difference in the outcome.

In Haske and its companion case, no one had raised a work
avoidance defense, making the issue irrelevant. The Court felt free 
to expound on an injurycausingwageloss requirement (ICWLR), 
knowing that its comments would not hurt the injured workers 
before it. The Court might have viewed the issue with a more 
critical eye if a consequence of its comments would have been to 
have thrown an injured worker out of court.

In addition, when both parties simply assume the law to be 
thusandso, there is no reason to suppose that the court has 
been presented with all the pros and cons, and consequently no 
reason to suppose that the court’s statements on the conceded 
issue are well informed. To avoid imposing such halfbaked state
ments on other litigants, it has been held that:

2.  A court’s statement of a proposition is not authoritative  
if the court simply assumed it to be true because no one 
challenged it.9

In Haske, the plaintiffs did not challenge the Rea defendants’ 
proposed ICWLR (arguing only that they had satisfied the re
quirement). Even the amicus curiae brief filed in Haske by the 
Michigan Trial Lawyers’ Association conceded that there was an 
ICWLR. Consequently, the ICWLR in Haske was a point assumed, 
not decided.

Finally, Haske failed to mention (let alone purport to overrule 
or distinguish) the Roxbury line of cases, which runs afoul of 
another stare decisis rule:

3.  If a court fails to mention prior controlling authority, it must 
be presumed that the resulting decision is erroneous and 
not authoritative.10

Kurz Gets Short Shrift

Consistently with these stare decisis rules, the first Court of 
Appeals’ decision published after November 1, 1990, Kurz v Mich 
Wheel Corp,11 ignored the Haske dictum, held that Roxbury re
mained good law under the 1982 amendments of the WDCA, and 
rejected the employer’s argument that wage loss was not com
pensable when it was caused not by the injury, but by an amend
ment of a collectivebargaining agreement.

Now workers’ compensation practitioners’ ignorance of non
workers’compensation law began to rear its ugly head. Ignoring 
Roxbury, Kurz, and the stare decisis rules we’ve mentioned, the 
Workers’ Compensation Appellate Commission (WCAC) began 
treating Haske’s dictum about an ICWLR as if it were law in Bed-
nar v Grand Rapids Griffins.12 In so doing, the WCAC violated 
another rule of stare decisis:

The Court held that inability to do even 

one job is “a limitation” in wage-earning 

capacity and hence a disability.



9.  What is said in an opinion by way of illustration only  
is not binding authority.24

Note also that Sington concededly went off work for noninjury
related reasons. Consequently, if there were an ICWLR, Sington’s 
wageloss claim should have been denied outright. Instead of 
doing that, the Supreme Court remanded Sington for the WCAC 
to apply its new definition of disability. If the outcome of a case 
must depend on a proposition to make the proposition authorita
tive, then perforce:

10.  An outcome that contradicts a stated proposition renders 
the proposition nonauthoritative.25

In the wake of Raybon, the WCAC generally refused to follow 
it.26 Those WCAC cases are consistent with the following rule:

11.  Unpublished decisions are not binding under the rule  
of stare decisis.27

Romero

In Romero v Burt Moeke Hardwoods Inc,28 the defendant em
ployer argued that Romero’s postinjury unemployment was due 
to losing his work visa, not the injury. The Court of Appeals dis
agreed and allowed wageloss benefits. Since this was the same 
result that would have ensued had there been no ICWLR, the 
Court’s additional statement of the existence of an ICWLR was 
unnecessary to the outcome, hence dictum (see Rule No. 1). Nev
ertheless, again displaying ignorance of stare decisis, the WCAC 
followed Romero, ignored Roxbury and Kurz, and resumed ap
plying an ICWLR in Epson v Event Staffing.29

Epson was an en banc decision,30 which has led subsequent 
WCAC panels to follow Epson on the basis of the following rule:

12.  En banc decisions are binding on all subsequent panels 
of the WCAC under MCL 418.274(9).

However, since the courts are still superior to the WCAC, MCL 
418.274(9) does not authorize workers’ compensation appellate 
commissioners (or even magistrates) to use Epson as an excuse 
to ignore Roxbury and Kurz (see Rule No. 4).

Recent Court Cases

In Harvey v Gen Motors Corp,31 while denying leave, the Su
preme Court expressed its disagreement with the WCAC’s rejec
tion of an ICWLR. Its being a denial of leave brings into play the 
following rule:

13. Denials of leave have no precedential effect.32

In addition, the Harvey order contains no statement of the 
facts, which means that it was not a “decision” under the Consti
tution.33 Thus, the following rule applies:
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4.  Published holdings of superior courts (Kurz and Roxbury  
in this case) are binding on inferior tribunals.13

But the ignorance was not confined to the WCAC. In a pair of 
decisions that contradicted Kurz, the Court of Appeals applied 
an ICWLR. In Rangel v Ralston-Purina Co,14 it held that injured 
workers who went off work due to early retirement were not en
titled to wageloss benefits because the wage loss was not caused 
by the injury. George v Burlington Coat Factory held the same.15 
These decisions violated another rule of stare decisis:

5.  Under MCR 7.215(J)(1),16 a rule of law established by the 
first decision of the Court of Appeals published on or after 
November 1, 1990, is binding on all other panels of  
the Court of Appeals unless reversed or modified by the 
Supreme Court or a special panel of the Court of Appeals.
MCR 7.215(J)(1) was designed to end conflicts among panels 

of the Court of Appeals, yet here we had one. How to resolve the 
conflict? On the theory that the later decisions were in the wrong 
(by failing to follow the first decision), it has been held that:

6.  Decisions that violate MCR 7.215( J)(1) are not  
binding authority.17

In other words, Kurz controls, while Rangel and George are 
not binding. Consistently with all the stare decisis rules we’ve 
discussed so far, the WCAC did an about face and denied that 
any ICWLR exists. Ristau v Presque Isle Corp18 ruled that a post
injury layoff that contributed to a wage loss had no effect on the 
right to benefits, calling Bednar obsolete. Ristau also considered 
Haske’s ICWLR language inoperative, since Haske had been over
ruled by Sington v Chrysler Corp;19 thus invoking another rule of 
stare decisis:

7.  Overruled decisions are not authoritative.20

Raybon
Nevertheless, the Court of Appeals continued to elevate Haske’s 

dictum over binding holdings to the contrary. In Raybon v D P Fox 
Football Holdings,21 an unpublished decision, the panel remanded 
to the WCAC for it to apply an ICWLR. In addition to citing Haske, 
the panel cited a statement in a Supreme Court case, Sweatt v Dep’t 
of Corrections,22 setting forth an ICWLR. However, the cited state
ment was subscribed to by only three of the seven justices par
ticipating in the case, with a fourth justice concurring only in the 
result. Raybon’s giving weight to the statement in Sweatt thus vio
lated the following rule:

8.  A concurrence in the result only does not give authoritative 
status to statements in the lead opinion.23

The Raybon panel also cited an example (mentioned in a foot
note in Sington) of a worker who took a scheduled retirement 
the day after being injured. However:
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14.  An order not satisfying the constitutional requirements  
for a “decision” is not controlling under stare decisis.34

Finally, Harvey’s denial of leave left the award of wageloss 
benefits for the worker standing. Since that is the same result that 
would have ensued absent any ICWLR, the statement supporting 
an ICWLR was not outcomedeterminative and, hence, was dic
tum (see Rule No. 1).

Nevertheless, the Court of Appeals continued to violate Rules 1 
through 6 by recognizing an ICWLR in unpublished decisions.35

Most recently, the Supreme Court remanded several cases for ap
plication of an ICWLR.36 However, because these orders contained 
no statement of facts, they were again not “decisions” as defined in 
the Constitution and hence not binding authority (see Rule No. 14).

The Legislature Weighs In
As of 2011, the ICWLR was an emperor without clothes: There 

was nothing in the statute authorizing the requirement,37 nor any 
binding judicial authority recognizing it. Nevertheless, judges were 
applying the requirement.

Faced with this absurd situation, the legislature voted not to 
expose this naked emperor, but to clothe him: Amendments of 
the WDCA applicable to workers injured after December 18, 
2011, now require that the injury itself have caused wage loss to 
entitle the worker to benefits.38 These amendments underscore 
the previous illegitimacy of any ICWLR since, if the act had al
ready authorized such a requirement, no amendment would have 
been needed. At any rate, the legislative fix doesn’t undo the fact 
that, for 14 years, both rules of stare decisis and the plain lan
guage of the Worker’s Disability Compensation Act were ignored 
and injured workers denied wageloss benefits based on a non
existent requirement. n

John A. Braden is an attorney who drafts briefs and appellate papers 
in personal injury cases on a subcontract basis. He can be reached at 
(231) 924-6544.
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